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13 Gateways to the Soul 

Alignment & Dispersal Valves  

Nestled into the inner edge of the soul layer between the active movement of the 

swirling individuated currents and the etheric layer are 13 alignment valves and 13 

dispersal valves. There are two for each of the 13 chakras. The alignment valves are 

located at the front of the bio layer, and the dispersal valves are positioned at the back. 

 

The valves are like membranes that filter out any debris or toxicity that might be 

attached to universal Source energies or to the individuated swirling currents. They 

open and close very rapidly to allow the incoming energies to enter and move into the 

correct location.  Each set of Alignment and Dispersal Valves have three segments, one 

for each of the blue, red and golden-yellow currents. They line up to coordinate with the 

alignment of the core, blue on your right side, golden-yellow on the left and red always 

in the middle.  

 

Alignment and dispersal valves are usually located across from each other in the soul 

layer and they contain within the rims of the valves at the bases of the petals (see 

illustration of the Alignment Valve) but occasionally a valve will drop or rise 

demonstrating a stress response. 

 

Soul Pathway  

Soul pathways are formed out of the swirling individual streams of the soul layer into the 

triple-current streams that enter at the anterior alignment valves. The incoming triple-

current stream formed at the alignment valve is generic and does not yet have an 

identity related to a particular chakra stream. It remains generic energy until it gets close 

to the core and enters the sanctuary of the major chakra to be charged. All soul 

pathways are the same until they enter the chakra.  
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The Gateways 

Lesser gates are the point of entry and exit of the chakra streams into and out of the 

chakras. The Osmotic Barriers are the entry and exit points into the corridor for the pure 

intentionality informed energies that are destined to cool the core informed energies 

ending in receptivity. Greater gates are the entry and exit points of the triple-current 

stream into and out of the core. The greater and lesser gates were discovered and 

named by an early SAEM practitioner, Glenn Hartelius in 2004.  

 

There are 22 gates into and out of every chakra mostly in groups of three. The first 

three occur inside the alignment valve located in the inner edge of the 

soul layer. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

The next gate is the anterior lesser gate located between the end of the 

united incoming soul pathway and the eleven-segment form of the chakra. Each small 

gate opens and closes like a spiraling cone-shaped valve pumping in and out. Each 

incoming current has its own segment of the lesser anterior gate; function, purpose and 

wisdom all lead their spiraling current into its own node of your intentionality chamber.  

 

At this point the currents swirl and increase in speed and intensity in the intentionality 

nodes. When they reach a critical mass the function and wisdom nodes each split in half 

and send about half of the energy of each into the osmotic barrier of the two corridors.  

The lesser gate 
spiraling valve 
moving in and out 
from flat to fully 
extended into a 
pyramid shape. 
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The other 50% of the energy of the function and wisdom nodes continue on through 

their anterior greater gates in the core sheath. The purpose current spins in its node and 

as it meets a critical mass it is released through the purpose anterior greater gate.  

 

The greater gateways look like an empty opening surrounded at the edges of it by a 

thick golden glow of harmonizing blend. The energies surge into the core at the  

anterior where they are informed and educated before being thrust out through the 

anterior greater gates entering the core where they are informed.  But what happens 

before the energies are ready to enter the core? They reach critical mass, which 

actually means as soon as the energy has spun fast enough to release earlier 

attachment to all prior use and has now simply become pure intention in function, 

purpose and wisdom for a specific chakra.  

 

When all the chakra energies arrive in receptivity through the posterior osmotic barriers 

and the posterior greater gate they blend together in their respective receptivity nodes.  

 

Now the function node is cooled by the uninformed energies that have passed through 

the function corridor and remained essentially unchanged from their original 

intentionality infused state. The wisdom node is doing the same thing and being cooled 

by the uninformed energies that have gone through the wisdom corridor and also 

remained unchanged from the original intentionality-infused state.  

 

The two currents of energy mix and blend in the receptivity node of function and 

wisdom. All of these currents come out of the core somewhat disoriented. They have 

experienced a push from the inspiration as the energies hit the core and then the 

explosion as energies leave the core and hit receptivity. 

 

The purpose current is a slightly different situation because it is not cooled and blended 

by intentionality currents. It acts as the leader or the arrow that drives the exit from the 
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receptivity node. But before any of these energies are ready to exit they have to slow 

their spin in the receptivity node where they cool down after the intense educational 

experience at the core. The purpose current does not experience a cooling down and in 

fact must stay “hot” to actually drive the entire refocused and “informed” chakra stream 

as each node releases its energies through the posterior lesser gates into your outgoing 

chakra stream.  

 

The chakra stream is now matured and ripened to drive your message in the form of 

function, purpose, and wisdom currents of the particular chakra out through the rear of 

the structure toward the posterior lesser gate valves that work exactly like the anterior 

valves.  

 

Finally the informed and focused chakra stream pushes into the inner edge of the soul 

layer and the posterior dispersal valves. As each valve disperses the single currents out 

through the chakra stream which is once again disassembled, and released as an 

individuated current in the soul layer. These “informed” currents give dispatches from 

the 13 chakras into the soul layer where they share their deeper wisdom, function, and 

purpose with the entire HES. 

 

There are a total of 286 gates in the Blended Energies System, 22 for each of the 13 

chakras. The anterior and posterior greater gates of each chakra are the ones we will 

be working with specifically. It is their relationship with the mystery at the core that leads 

you to your soul. 
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